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Context for Our Work
● is research is based on curriculum created by the
Learning Design Group at e Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California, Berkeley
● Led by Jacqueline Barber (science educator) and P.
David Pearson (literacy educator)
Currently developing K-8 science
curriculum with a disciplinary literacy
approach

Perspectives on Disciplinary
Literacy
● Approaching literacy through content can enhance student
learning
Romance & Vitale, 2001
Pearson, Moje & Greenleaf, 2010
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012
Draper & Siebert, 2009
Zygouris-Coe, 2012

● Disciplinary literacy as a central approach to science
curriculum design

Argumentation in Science
● Argumentation as the key disciplinary practice in science
● Provides a path for infusing a disciplinary literacy approach
into the secondary science classroom
● Argumentation is recognized by CCSS and NGSS as central
practice in content area classrooms—science in particular
o “In science, the production of knowledge is dependent on a process of
reasoning that requires a scientist to make a justified claim about the
world.” (NGSS Lead States, 2013)

Pedagogical Approaches to
Argumentation
● ough young students are cognitively capable of complex
science reasoning, their ability to demonstrate argumentation
skills in a school setting improves little over the course of middle
school and high school (McNeill, 2011; Kuhn, 1992; Yeh, 1998).
● e field is just beginning to understand the kinds of pedagogical
eﬀorts that will support students’ ability to participate in
argumentation, such as deliberative talk experiences (Michaels,
Resnick, O’Connor & Sohmer, 2004; Duschl & Osborne, 2008).
● Current study adds to the literature on how disciplinary literacy
in science can be implemented through an instructional focus on
argumentation.

Purpose of the Study
• rough this exploratory study, we attempt to
understand how curricular attention to
scientific argumentation gives students a
framework that supports the purposeful use
of language as well as encourages growth in
disciplinary literacy as well as science content
understanding.

Research Question
• Does argumentation-centered science
curriculum eﬀectively support student
learning in science content knowledge and
argumentation skills simultaneously?

Participants
● Study conducted in the spring of 2013
● 5 teachers at 2 middle schools
● one on the West Coast: public charter, 40%
ELLs, 70% qualified for free and reduced lunch
● one on the East Coast: larger public middle
school, no reported ELLs, 55% qualified for free
and reduced lunch
● 106 matched pairs of pre and post written
argumentation assessments, matched with 57
pre and post multiple choice assessments

Description of the Curriculum
● 32 class sessions on the earth science topics of rock
formation, the fossil record, and plate tectonics
● Pre- and post- multiple choice assessment and written
argumentation task administered before and aer the
unit
● Multimodal approach that included hands-on
investigation with models, use of a simulation, reading
science texts, and oral and written argumentation
● Explicit instruction about argumentation in one-third
of the sessions; more than one-half of the sessions
engaged students in some aspect of making oral or
written arguments

Examples of Argumentation
Activities
● Students are introduced to the purpose of argumentation
in science and the relationship between claims and
evidence through accessible examples: “Does playing
video games make you smarter?”
● Students were given opportunities to construct meaning
through discussion: given a photograph of a fossil tooth
and two opposing claims: e fossil tooth is from a
prehistoric mountain lion and e fossil tooth is from
a prehistoric shark. Students worked together to discuss
and sort evidence statements for each of these two claims
to determine which claim was better supported by
evidence.

Rubric: Argument Organization

Rubric: Argument Connections

Rubric: Science Content

Methods
● Paired t-tests were used to analyze the pre and
post scores for each category
● Pearson correlations were calculated and their
statistical significances were evaluated using a
Holm adjustment to control for Type I errors
● Eﬀect sizes are reported using Cohen’s d

The Argumentation Prompt
Please read the short description below about diﬀerent claims scientists are making about a
rock formation in South America. Aer reading the description you will write your own
argument about how this rock formation was made.
A field geologist working in South America found an interesting rock formation with many
layers in it. As she worked, she drew a cross section diagram of the rock formation and its
layers. She found fossils in some of the layers, and added these to her diagram as well. In
one layer she even found a fossil of an organism that no one had ever seen before. Finally,
the scientist collected samples of the rocks from each layers.
Many scientists looked at the evidence that the field geologist brought back from South America
and made their own claims about the history of the unknown fossil. One scientist, Dr.
Kalani, claimed that the fossil animal lived 80 million years ago in a shallow sea and
went extinct when a meteorite hit the earth. Another scientist, Dr. Soeng, claimed that
the animal lived 75 million years ago in a mudflat, and went extinct from a volcanic
eruption.

...continued
Your job is to decide which of the two claims is better supported,
based on the evidence that was found.
Look at the rock layer diagram and tables provided on the next page.
Once you have read the documents, use the planning space below to
organize your thoughts, create an outline, or make notes to use in
your response.
Use the lined paper provided to write a scientific argument that
answers the question, What is the history of this unknown fossil?
Your response should include evidence to support your answer.
Include your reasoning and science ideas. Write your argument in
the form of a paragraph.

Student Growth on Assessment
Tasks
Paired (pre to post), one sided t-tests for each
assessment measure:

Signification Correlations
0.53
Argumentation
Content
(Pre-Score)
0.65

Argumentation
Organization
(Pre-Score)

-0.51

0.84
Argumentation
Connection
(Pre-Score)

Multiple-Choice
(Pre-Score)

Argumentation
Organization
(Normalized Gain)

0.81

-0.43

Argumentation
Connection
(Normalized Gain)

Multiple-Choice
(Normalized Gain)

0.39
Argumentation
Content
(Normalized Gain)
0.58

Pretest Example of Student Work
e history of this unknown fossil is stated to be from a long time ago. A
scientist, Dr.Soeng seems more correct about the prediction of the
fossil by saying the animal lived about 75 million years ago, in a
mudflat, and went extinct in a volcano eruption. To me, Dr. Soeng
is more correct than the other two scientists because I have learned
that more fossils happen with an animal, and by saying an animal
has gotten extincted by a volcano makes me almost fall for that
prediction. Also, Dr. Kalani stated that a shallow sea had made the
animal extinct and a meteorite, and the other doctor put some
things I didn’t believe.
Content score (6 points maximum): 0
organization level (4 points maximum): 2
connectivity level (4 points maximum): 1

Same student at posttest
Aer reading both Dr. Kalani`s and Dr. Soengs`s claims, I believe Dr. Kalani is accurate and
right about her claim. is is because of all the information provided from the geologist and
her diagram, and how it matches up with Dr.Kalani`s claim. First, Dr. Kalani claims that the
fossil of the animal lived 80 million years ago in a shallow sea and went extinct from a
volcanic eruption. If you look closely at the diagram, you will see that layer D is an unknown
fossil, which the geologist said was never seen before, and had microscopic shells. I know the
shells came from a sea, so her claim that the animal lived in a shallow sea, is accurate. Next,
Dr. Kalani claimed that it went extinct when a meteorite hit the earth. Since I know the
youngest layer is at the top and the oldest is at the bottom, the diagram shows how aer it
lived in a shallow sea, there was iridium dust. e iridium dust was most likely from a
meteorite that hit the earth forming the animal to become extinct. On the other hand,
Dr.Seong claims there was a mudflat that the animal lived in and on the diagram it only has
mudstone that was there 90-100 million years ago. But in Dr.Seongs claim it says the animal
lived 75 million years ago. In conclusion, there is no possible way that Dr. Kalani has an
inaccurate claim compared to Dr.Seong because of all the information provided in her claim.
Content score (6 points maximum): 6
organization level (4 points maximum): 4
connectivity level (4 points maximum): 4

Discussion
● Results suggest that argumentation can serve as a
foundation for developing critical thinking and reasoning
skills in science and developing content knowledge
● Positive indication that the instruction reached students at
all levels of performance equally and eﬀectively

Next Steps
● Compare students’ content learning in a control
classroom in which students were taught the same
science content without argumentation-centered
instruction.
● Consider the relationship between how students learn
and acquire oral and written argumentation skills, and
to develop measures for assessing both.
● Look at argumentation-central instruction over longer
periods of time, to gain insights about fostering
sustained growth and more sophisticated
understandings and applications of argumentation in
science.

